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1. “classical antiquity” is not consistently classical

In 1930 classical studies experienced an insurrection. Werner
Jaeger, in apostasy from his teacher Wilamowitz, convened a
conference in Naumburg called “The Problem of the
Classical” (Das Problem des Klassischen). The apostasy was
open and calculated. Thirty years earlier Wilamowitz had
boasted that he helped put paid to the word classical, which
he found meaningless, and in his Geschichte der Philologie
from 1921 he notoriously (and audibly) omitted the time-
honored epithet of his discipline.1 (In English the title ought
to read, History of [   ] Philology. The published English and
Italian translations spoil the title’s symbolism by reinserting
the missing word Classical.) Das Klassische was a problem
indeed, and Jaeger’s conference aimed at making classics a
classical discipline again, one firmly rooted in classical and
humanistic values true for all time, as against its being a
compilation of dry historical data.

We have a good idea of what the conference was about
because Jaeger published its proceedings a year later.2 But
what went on behind the scenes? Luckily, in the days before
tape recorders there was Alfred Körte, who offers an in-
valuable first-hand account of what he saw and heard: “A
number of speakers in the discussion at Naumburg sharply
disputed the claim that Aeschylus was a classical author of the
first rank (ein Klassiker). . . . As the discussion went on, it
turned out that actually none of the first-class luminaries of
world literature had any rightful claim to the label classical, or
at most they had only a qualified claim to it—neither Homer
nor Aeschylus nor Shakespeare nor even the young Goethe.
Sophocles and Vergil fitted the classical ideal best of all.”3

It is obvious that the scholars Jaeger surrounded himself
with had painted themselves into an intellectual corner, but
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it does not follow from their failure that the Classical should
be any less of a problem today than it was in 1930.
Classicists teach in departments of classics or of classical
studies, they study classical literature and culture, the books
they write, and more often buy, appear on the shelves of
stores and libraries under the rubric of Classical Studies, and
so on. But does anyone stop to ask what these labels mean? 

Rarely, and with good reason. Passionate defenses of the
Classical were once in vogue, but consensus was never
reached and is never likely to be reached; and anyway there
is something musty and distasteful about the question, which
smacks of belletrism or antiquarianism, and of a dated aes-
thetics. What have the concerns of a Boileau, a Goethe, or a
Werner Jaeger to do with us today?

A great deal, I believe. It is hard to discuss Greco-Roman
antiquity without invoking the c-word, and it behooves us at
the very least to reflect on the very label by which we desig-
nate the cultures of Greece and Rome, and so too the disci-
plines that seek to grasp them. The label, inherited and ubiq-
uitous, is for the most part taken for granted rather than
questioned4—or else clung to for fear of losing a powerful
cachet that, even in the beleaguered present, continues to
translate into cultural prestige, authority, elitist satisfactions,
and economic power (if you don’t believe me, try changing
your local classics department’s nomenclature and see what
reactions you will draw). It is a fair question to ask whether
the presumptive epithet classical in classical studies or classi-
cal antiquity is justified, or even what it would mean for the
term to count as justified at all. More pointedly still, is the
designation one that would be recognizable (in some form)
to the inhabitants of what we today call the classical world?
In other words, was classical antiquity—classical?

Even judging by existing criteria, the answer cannot be an
unqualified Yes. Although some classicists write on classical
texts and some classical archaeologists investigate classical
sites and ruins, not all of them do. Not all of the works to
survive from Greco-Roman antiquity are recognized “clas-
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sics” (treatises on architecture are not this, even if many of
the works they describe are), and not even all of antiquity is
considered equally classical. If Greco-Roman antiquity is
classical, then one would have to admit that classical antiq-
uity has been divided, not unified, by claims to its classicism
(to its exhibiting classical traits), at the very least by the
presence of two classical periods inhabiting it from within
(fifth- and fourth-century Athens, and Augustan Rome),
and by a series of contenders for the title which, for the
most part, are considered to be either losers or non-starters
(the pre- or postclassical periods, from the Bronze Age to
later antiquity). The only other genuine alternative, insert-
ing ancient Greece and Rome into the contact cultures of the
wider Mediterranean world in an area-studies approach, is
in the decided minority, and for the same reasons. Western
culture remains predominantly under the spell of classi-
cism.5 Nor is it all that easy to stand comfortably outside
the margins and claim immunity from this influence. I, for
one, cannot, and I doubt that most professional classicists
today can either.

Now, classical antiquity is not consistently classical primar-
ily because opinions about the question of where particular
classical values are to be sought and found have varied his-
torically. Thus, while consensus seems to cluster around
Athenocentric values, the consensus splinters around partic-
ular instances. The Naumburg discussion is one example,
but let’s take another. When they were first brought to
England in 1806, the Parthenon sculptures were not univer-
sally received as classical, and it would take a decade for the
British Museum to buy them off of Lord Elgin. On the con-
trary, strange as it may sound to us today, initial reactions to
the marbles were mixed and their artistic and cash values
were disputed: did they rank with the better known (and
heavily restored) Vatican marbles, the Apollo Belvedere, the
Belvedere Torso, and the Laocoön? Were they even Greek? It
was only gradually, after considerable debate, interpretation,
and eventual validation, not to mention “remedial” scrap-
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ing, bleaching, and polishing, that they acquired the luster
they now unquestionably enjoy.6 Meanwhile, the fate of the
Vatican marbles went the opposite way: in the generation
after Winckelmann, who popularized them, they were an
embarrassment to the history of art (possibly because
Winckelmann had become this too): products of a later age
(Roman, or worse still, Neronian), their pretensions seemed
to reach no further back than the Hellenistic period. They
were no longer deemed classical, and were at most classiciz-
ing—and they were judged to be so according to the very
same criteria that had established themselves through the
same but by then discredited marbles from the Vatican. 

How do we know, or recognize, when something is or is
not classical? Looking at the history of classics, one is
tempted to conclude that the idea of the classical is an ideal
that is at most suggested but not confirmed by concrete
objects. So strong are the assumptions about what the classi-
cal and classicism are, we tend to forget that objects do not
surface from the ground or emerge from ancient libraries
wearing a sign with the label classical written across their
face. Confusions are bound to result. But equally to the point,
is classicism (understood as an awareness of and appreciation
for what is classical, however that is understood) an
anachronism or is it part of what we today call the classical
past, namely the worlds of ancient Greece and Rome? If so,
how would we recognize this sensibility? That is, by way of
what, and especially by whose, criteria would we point to the
existence of classicism and the classical in antiquity? 

2. there are no classical properties

Despite the repeated claims on behalf of simplicity, har-
mony, balance, proportionality, and so on, being classical is
not a property an object can have, like specific gravity or
being red or standing six feet tall. It is the suggestion that a
given object has this kind of property, which is why one
needs to determine just where in any given case the sugges-
tion originates.
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Let’s take as an example the debates over the Parthenon,
not the pediments, friezes, and metopes that were lifted off
its face now, but the structure that was left standing in
Athens. Today the Parthenon is frequently said to exhibit the
purest traits of classicality. And yet attempts to explain just
where these virtues lie not only conflict with one another but
trail off into vagueness once again. At issue here is not only
the question, Which properties of this object are classical,
but also the question, Where are they found? The answer is
surely not in the object, or at least not unequivocally so. 

Close examination of the physical structure of the
Parthenon reveals “subtle and intentional variations from
mathematical regularity which run throughout [it].”7 It is
generally thought that these irregularities are somehow
responsible for making the Parthenon the quintessential clas-
sical object it is so commonly celebrated to be. But how? The
three most common answers to have been advanced, from
antiquity to the present, are the compensation theory, the
exaggeration theory, and the tension theory. The first, found
already in antiquity, is that variations in regularity exist to
compensate for the optical illusions of the architectural
form: Greek architects wished to ensure that buildings
looked “‘regular’ and ‘correct’—e.g., horizontals should look
horizontal, verticals vertical, columns should appear to be
the same size,” and so “the function of the refinements was
to make the appearance of the temple fit their mental con-
ception of it.” The second possibility—exaggeration—has
been understood “to make the temple look quite different
from what it actually was.” In this case, the object had “to
amplify normal optical distortion by refinements so that the
temple appeared to be more immense than it actually was,”
thanks to entasis or the swelling of lines and proportions.
The third interpretation is that the refinements are “inten-
tional deviations from ‘regularity’ for the purpose of creating
a tension in the mind of the viewer between what he expects
to see and what he actually does see.” Expecting to find geo-
metrical equivalences and norms, what the eye sees is a var-
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ied, irregular display. A struggle ensues, “and from this
struggle arises a tension and fascination which makes the
structure seem vibrant, alive, and continually interesting.”
Which of these interpretations is right?

The problem is that none of these proposals appears to
answer the problem definitively, and agreement has never
been reached. So uncertain is the consensus, one has to sus-
pect not merely a difference of opinion here but an underly-
ing ignorance about the nature of the problem. One would
like to know why we can’t verify which experience of the
Parthenon is the one that is actually had. It is not even clear
why they aren’t all mutually exclusive, as one might think
they ought to be. For as some accounts paint things, the
experiences are all equally available, equally possible, and
equally unverifiable. But equally troubling is the joint impli-
cation of these hypotheses, namely that in question is not a
classical property of an object per se, but an appearance of
being classical. Is the experience of the Parthenon an experi-
ence of a reality or of a reality’s presentation to the mind?
More emphatically, is classicism a trompe l’oeil? The prob-
lem, again, is not only what are the classical properties of the
monument, but also just where are they supposed to be
found? There is an all-too-familiar vagueness, if not incoher-
ence, to this account of a classical object. But before turning
to historical antecedents, I want to linger a while longer on
the possibility that classicism is an illusory property of works
of art, and that classical properties are not inscribed
unequivocally in or on a classical work of art. 

This last point was made in an acute way by Anselm
Feuerbach, an uneasy critic of Winckelmann, at a time when
the Apollo Belvedere had fallen out of fashion and into dis-
repute (in part, by association with Winckelmann’s interpre-
tive excesses, and in part, and linked to this, owing to the
disqualification of the statue from the canon of high classi-
cal art). In his study Der vaticanische Apollo [“The Vatican
Apollo”] of 1833 (2nd ed. 1855), Feuerbach brings out into
the open the dilemmas of reading classical objects. His book,
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once influential but now all but forgotten, is a meditation on
the effects of decontextualization and on the illusions of
sculptural viewing. 

Classical idealism, Feuerbach notes, depends heavily on
the greatest possible decontextualization; only so can the val-
ues it cherishes be isolated: simplicity, tranquility, balanced
proportions, restraint, purity of form, impurity of material—
all of these are features that underscore the timeless quality
of the highest possible expression of art, like a breath that is
held indefinitely. Not only are all of the original factors of
context and dramatic situation, implied by the form and the
circle of movement in which statues can be seen to move,
often unknown and irrecoverable: sure knowledge of them is
barred by the very nature of the sculptural experience. Is
Apollo striking a pose, basking in the sun, or (as Winckel-
mann supposed) marching triumphantly, fresh from the
slaughter of the Python, bow in hand? Feuerbach is unsure,
and so he concludes, “The meaning of our statue [viz., the
Apollo Belvedere], the situation in which the artist conceived
his Apollo, is just as much in doubt as every other aspect of
the work.”8

Doubt was very much in the air at the time of Feuerbach’s
writing—it was pretty much the new scholarly habitus of the
time. As the study of classics in the disciplines of art history,
archaeology, and philology turned increasingly scientific
(which is to say, positivistic and historicist in their preten-
sions), previous assumptions held as certainties were tossed
aside like so many hasty errors. (Skepticism has its certain-
ties too.) Repudiation and disavowal—not of the past but of
its prior understanding—were the name of the game in this
new age of skepticism. Large tracts of antiquity were
affected by this critical triage, the exponents of which were
eager to expose forgeries and inauthenticities wherever they
could—witness the aspersions cast on Homer’s poems in the
wake of Wolf’s Prolegomena to Homer in 1795. At stake in
this crisis of judgment was plainly a crisis of the classical
ideal itself.9
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And so it happened that the most talked about artifact from
antiquity after Winckelmann made it so, the statue of Apollo
in the Vatican Museum, soon lent itself to unfavorable
scrutiny, starting with the painter Anton Raphael Mengs’
judgment from 1779 that it was a Roman copy.10 The closer
one looked at the work, the more suspect it became. What had
earlier elicited marvel and unqualified admiration now
encouraged doubtfulness and skepticism (Zweifel, 6), and
Feuerbach seems to revel in these. The statue reveals defects,
“abnormalities,” features “irreconcilable with the concept of
a classically perfected work” (6); the work is flawed and mis-
proportioned; viewed from the rear, the feet are out of pro-
portion (125–26); the hollow of the left knee is “placed much
too high”; “the impression under the left calf muscle ought to
be weaker, and from this point down to the heel a certain hes-
itation betrays itself in the way the foot is formed, a soft
uncertainty of form” (127); the heel is “deficiently shaped”
(127); the form of the neck “stands in glaring contrast” to the
beauty of the head (128); “the so-called neck flexor muscle
(the sternocleidomastoid)”—the lay and scientific terms are
Feuerbach’s—“is insufficiently prominent,” and a “false
shadow” results in this part of the statue (128); “the head is
too far from the right shoulder, the left collarbone is a good
bit too long compared to the right” (129). Worse, “the right
arm is awkwardly stiff, clumsily placed to the left of the body,
and there is something rather anxious and unsure about the
whole bearing of the statue in the way the feet and backside
are positioned: one is at a loss as to where the center of grav-
ity lies” (129). Indeed, to take in its profile from different
angles is to despair of locating any beauty in the statue at all:
the experience is downright “insulting for the eye” (176). 

How, given its wealth of flaws and blemishes, can
Winckelmann have sanely called the Apollo Belvedere the
supreme achievement of classical Greek art as he did? As a
consequence, and in contrast, the “chimerical fiction of a
body lacking veins”—this was Winckelmann’s conceit—
“the superficial quality of the details, the technical botch-up
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of the drapery, and finally the unsculpturely pretension of
effect and deception” are all the more glaring (161). In the
light of this microscopic, indeed “philological” analysis (the
term is again Feuerbach’s), the traditional idealized Apollo is
no better than “an empty figment of the imagination,” ein
leeres Phantasiegebild—basically, a phantasm (120; cf. 11). 

Feuerbach’s critique is damning but it goes no further than
this. Little did he know that he was retracing, almost step for
step, Winckelmann’s own critical journey en route to his final
confirmation of the Apollo’s aesthetic perfection. Winckel-
mann in his draft descriptions of the Apollo Belvedere had
confessed: “The mouth is drawn downwards at both ends, . . .
the cheeks are flat, the ears a little deep, but larger than the
practice of the ancients generally allows for. . . . The ringlets
of the hair . . . are not done up with all that much attention,”
the hips are “fast ein wenig weibisch, almost a bit too femi-
nine,” “the feet are very fine, but they seem a bit asymmetri-
cal in their form,” while “the muscles and the skin are done
fairly sublimely” (ziemlich erhaben, etc).11 Instead, and in a
surprise move, Feuerbach embraces his own and Winckel-
mann’s conclusions in a truly brilliant move of classicizing je-
sais-bien-ism (that is to say, the formula: I know very well
that the statue is not classical, indeed it is quite flawed in its
particulars, but I will treat it as if it were classical just the
same). The reception of a classical work of art, Feuerbach
insists, can be nothing but a phantasm, a subjective illusion in
the mind of a classicizing subject. 

Adopting what he calls a “painterly” approach to the per-
ception of classical sculpture (the fusion of appearances in the
imagination of a viewer), Feuerbach allows that even if
appearances do not exactly lie, they can produce a momen-
tary illusion, and in the best of cases they will do this: “All
those abnormalities in the better statues,” the blemishes men-
tioned earlier, “vanish as a rule before the eye, if the viewer
stands back in an appropriate distance from the statue”
(167). From there, the “painterly illusion” takes over, thanks
to a “perspectival deception” that was calculated in advance
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by the artist (166–67; 172; 175). The play of light, which at
times can be recreated in modern exhibit settings, contributes
to the overall effect. And so, “the beguiling prospect of an
image is held up to our imagination where the object cannot
be given in corporeal actuality: in place of a palpable reality
there is a play of light and shadow, a deception of the eye, a
painterly appearance and illusion (Schein)” (168–72).
Needless to say, the object in question is not the statue as a
physical thing (which he insisted was Neronian in manufac-
ture, though genuinely classical in spirit), but whatever it rep-
resents in all of its classical essentialness, glimpsed in an
instant of visual illusion (10). It is that which is made to
appear—in Nietzsche’s terminology which is also Feuerbach’s,
in the form of an Apollonian “dream”: “Ruhe ist die glück-
liche Wahrheit des täuschenden Traumes,” “calm is the felici-
tous truth of the deceiving dream” (261; cf. 254–57). To look
at a classical statue is a bit like closing one’s eyes. 

It is this aesthetics of illusion that, I suspect, will later cap-
tivate Nietzsche, who is known to have admired Feuerbach’s
work and to have made use of it in The Birth of Tragedy
(this is the only way Feuerbach is barely remembered today).
But the affinities run far beyond this one work. To the pre-
vious generation’s aesthetics of classical self-containment,
quiet, and grandeur, Feuerbach opposes a dynamic model of
imaginary beholding (7). It would be a mistake to reduce
this generational struggle to a shift from classicism to ro-
manticism. Rather, the shift (in the case of both Feuerbach
and of Nietzsche) is from an aesthetics of disavowed decep-
tion to an aesthetics of deception embraced with conviction,
and even with a certain gusto. Feuerbach’s frank exposure of
classicism’s impulses brings out well the mechanisms by
which the fantasy of the classical ideal comes to be pro-
duced. Those mechanisms include blind investment and
(fetishistic) disavowal.

I began this essay by pointing to the unlocatability of clas-
sical ideals. Feuerbach’s book is about the agonies of this lo-
cation, and a further attempt to solve the problem. The
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problem lives on today, as we have seen with the case of the
Parthenon. But there is a prequel (or maybe I should say,
Urquell). Looking backward in time, we will find that if
modernity inherited anything from Greek and Roman antiq-
uity, it was not so much the concept of classicality as it was
that concept’s fundamental incoherence. 

3. the logic of classicism is incoherent

When do the claims of classicism begin? Athens in the late
fifth or early fourth century,12 Hellenistic Alexandria,13 Late
Hellenistic Athens, Augustan Rome,14 Second Sophistic
Rome and Greece,15 and neoclassical Europe have all been
nominated, but how all of these can give the correct answer
is far from obvious. The very fact that classicism emerges
from a background in which the term goes unexpressed un-
til very late in the day, in the second century CE (Fronto, in
Gellius—classicus scriptor, non proletarius), is part and par-
cel of this fascinating problem: classicism seeks to label
something that as yet had no name. This is not to say that
the concepts of classicism and the classical are completely
anachronistic when they are applied to antiquity, but only
that we will never find them if we go looking for a thing
with a name, and that the absence of a name points even
more readily to the fundamental incoherence of these two
concepts than our modern terms do. One of the most basic
ingredients of this incoherence is the fact that classicism can-
not be traced to some originary moment, in part because of
the peculiar temporality of classicism. Classicism has a logic
that is less retrospective than it is consistently regressive: it
has no way of halting its backward-regarding search for a
classic original. (So, for example, Homer is the archetypal
classic who ruins the paradigm, coming as he does either too
early or too late to supply a satisfyingly classic original:
Homer was always felt to be more and less classical than the
classical authors of the fifth century, sometimes embarrass-
ingly so—either too naïve and primitive or too perfect and
complete, but most often some unstable combination of
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both.16) But there are other peculiarities to the logic of the
classical that the return to antiquity can help foreground. In
the place of anatomies and definitions of concepts, what we
perhaps need is an anatomy of the procedures by which the
classical comes to be generated. And many of these are more
visible in antiquity than they are in the mainly backward-
gazing logic of modern classicism.

It is important to realize that there were no unified views
about questions of classical value in antiquity—any more
than there have been since. The general terms and criteria of
classicism sometimes change (although they roughly corre-
spond to eternal and imperishable value, which ironically
must be rescued and recuperated lest it perish), but the ob-
jects of classicism change all the time, and most of all when-
ever they appear least to do so. Plutarch’s Homer is not
Longinus’—and he is: Homer may be forever, but is he ever
the same? Similarly, Cicero’s steady value as a stock refer-
ence can betray less visible patterns, whereby his name acts
more like a convenient foil, a bit of “classic kitsch.”17 But is
the classic(al) ever anything but a kind of kitsch, however re-
fined? It is precisely this uncertainty, or rather indeterminacy
of and within the notion of the classical, which helps explain
why the notion eludes definition. Indeterminacy can be
cashed out as ineffability, but as the metaphor already im-
plies, there is cultural capital to be made out of assuming
such a posture. Classicism is a quality that nowhere gets de-
fined but is rather everywhere assumed, or felt. 

Presenting a front of timeless durability, classical values are
in fact grasped only as fleeting and ephemeral moments that
can be pointed to just when they vanish (“There!”)—they are
epiphanic—while all that remains of them once they are gone
is the empty gesture of pointing itself, which may in the end
be all that classicism can rightfully lay claim to.18 Small
wonder that the strongest evidence for the classical is usually
that of self-evidence. Classical objects are irrational to the
core. Their existence is upheld by the most irrational of ex-
periences: they simply are, like a revealed truth, and no
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amount of logic can refute or explain the fact. Longinus’
treatise On the Sublime is one of the best illustrations of this:
“Sublimity, . . . produced at the right moment (kairivw~), tears
everything up like a whirlwind, and exhibits the orator’s
whole power at a single blow (eujqu;~ ajqrovan duvvnamin)” and
with “a single sublime stroke (eJni; u{yei kai; katorqwvmati)”
(1.4, 36.2; trans. Russell). But he is by no means atypical.
One might compare earlier authors, such as the Augustan lit-
erary critic and antiquarian, Dionysius of Halicarnassus. As
with all other arts and realms of beauty, Dionysius writes,
one discovers the intangible qualities of excellence through
the senses and not through reason (aijsqhvsei kai; ouj lovgw/):

The advice which teachers of music give to those wishing to acquire
an accurate sense of melody and thus be able to discern [literally,
“not to fail to catch”: mhde; ajgnoeìn] the smallest tone-interval in
the musical scale, is that they should simply cultivate the ear, and
seek no more accurate standard of judgment (krithvrion) than this.
My advice also would be the same to those readers of Lysias who
wish to learn the nature of his charm: to banish reason from the
senses and train them by patient study over a long period to feel
without thinking [literally, “to train the irrational faculty of per-
ception together with irrational feeling”: kai; ajlovgw/ pavqei th;n a[lo-
gon sunaskei`n ai[sqhsin]. (On Lysias, 11; trans. Usher)

Dionysius adds that it is to this faculty of irrational sensa-
tion that he makes final appeal whenever questions of attri-
bution are in doubt: “I resort to this criterion to cast the
final vote.” Feeling puts one directly in touch with the qual-
ities of an author’s mind and soul. It is how one verifies the
experience of reading. And it is an unfailing touchstone, be-
cause it reveals a truth that is self-evident and beyond argu-
ment: “it is very easy and plain (fanerovn) for layman and
expert alike to see, but to express it in words is very diffi-
cult” (On Lysias, 10). In a word, irrational feeling is the cri-
terion of classicism.

Given that classicism is so elusive, and that it arguably de-
scribes not a series of real properties in the world but a set
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of attitudes about the world, how can we ever hope to get at
the phenomenon of classicism? One way is to give up on its
ontology, and to consider its phenomenology.

4. classicism is a HABITUS and a structure of feeling

What we have in the phenomenon of classicism is in the first
instance “a structure of feeling.” By this we should under-
stand not a private experience like a pleasure or pain that I
cannot share, but a socially conditioned one—a conscious-
ness, experience, or feeling that, as Raymond Williams ob-
serves (and from whom I’ve adapted the phrase, “structure
of feeling”), is revealed at the level of “the inalienably phys-
ical, within which we may indeed discern and acknowledge
institutions, formations, positions, but not always as fixed
products, defining products. . . . It is a kind of feeling and
thinking which is indeed social and material, but each in an
embryonic phase before it can become fully articulate and
defined exchange.”19 Williams’s concept, which has a decid-
edly aesthetic application, is left underdefined by him, but its
lack of definition is what makes it appropriate as a way of
getting at the realm of ideological pleasures. When coordi-
nated with such related categories as pleasure, jouissance, in-
terpellation (whereby one feels oneself to be “hailed,” here
by the past), attachment, and habitus, structures of feeling
can provide a useful index to the more insidious pressures of
collective experience and of unspoken knowledge within the
domain of art and culture. 20

Feeling classical is an instance of this kind of inarticulate
knowledge, and one that is all the more intriguing in the case
of literary sensibilities, a traditional stronghold of classicism
in antiquity, in that it brings the feeling in question, the feel-
ing of being classical, to the very edge of language, to a point
that lies on the verge between an articulation of a very high
order—that of a self-conscious reflection upon linguistic
processes and literary values—and everything that escapes
this reflection and in escaping seems all the more to confirm
the results of conscious judgment. Whence the reams of pa-
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pyrus that were expended, after Aristotle, on articulating
and elaborating a perception that is based on the alogon
kritêrion or irrational criterion of poetic evaluation (as seen
just above). “Structures of feeling” are exemplary and not
idiosyncratic by nature: they give us a clue to the wider do-
main of their embedded context.21 Which is an argument for
why a phenomenology of classicism, or rather of classicisms
in the plural, would need to be developed. 

How do we gain access to this feeling? One way is to at-
tempt to reconstruct the habitus of classicism. Following
Bourdieu, we can understand habitus as a set of dispositions
that organize social behavior in a way that eludes articula-
tion (it can be nonintentional, preconscious, and often
purely bodily). That is, habitus directs us to the inarticulate
knowledge of the practitioners of a given social field (or
“game”). And, no less importantly, it designates a realm of
(often unwitting or half-witting) identifications that is
uniquely appropriate to the problem of classicism.22 What is
the sensation one has when receiving and imagining the clas-
sical past in antiquity? To know this is to know the incul-
cated habitus of literary classicism, the feeling of being in the
ambit of what is classical and, at the limit, of actually being
classical oneself. Take the example of Favorinus, the famed
but bizarre Second Sophistic philosopher (born—without
testicles, with “flabby cheeks, a wide mouth,” and “a voice
like a woman’s”—in ca. 80–90 CE in Arles), in his Corin-
thian Oration, where a notional speaker (elusively identified
with Favorinus himself) can claim he is 

not a Lucanian but a Roman; not one of the rabble but a man of
equestrian rank who has cultivated not only the language of the
Greeks but their thought, life and dress as well, and all this so
competently and so manifestly (ou{tw~ ejgkratẁ~ kai; perifanẁ~) that
not a single Roman before me—or even any Greek of my own time
(ou[te tẁn kaq j auJto;n  JEllhvnwn)—has equaled me. 

As a consequence, he reasons, bronze statues ought to be
set up for him
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in your own city because, though a Roman, I have been Hellenized,
just as your own city has been; in Athens, because I speak Attic [or,
“because I Atticize”: ajttikivz<w> tw/` fwnh/`]; in Sparta, because I am an
enthusiast for athletics—and everywhere, because I am a philoso-
pher who have already inspired many Greeks to follow me and not
a few barbarians as well. For I seem to have been endowed by the
gods for this very mission: to show the Greeks that culture
(paideia) is just as important for a man’s reputation as birth; to
show the Romans that they should not cocoon themselves in their
own reputation and ignore the role that paideia must play in it, and
to show the Gauls that no barbarians should despair of attaining
Greek civilization (paideia) when they look at my example ([Dio
Chrys.] Oration 37.25–27; trans. Crosby).23

So confident is the speaker of his habituation to Greekness,
a Greekness not only of the present but also of the past, that
he can claim to be more Greek than contemporary Greeks.
The contest he has erected for himself is around “a profes-
sional standard based on the past.”24 It is thus a contest
over a patrimonial Greek identity, and not merely over an
ethnic or contemporary cultural identity: it is a contest in
becoming classical, which simultaneously implies a com-
plete mastery of the classical past. Greek identity has been
refigured here as the ability to embody and control the re-
sources of Greek culture in its finest dimensions. And this
assimilation to an ideal has to be complete, down to the last
atom of one’s self. 

This is not to suggest that classicism is by any means ex-
haustive of the repertoire of social and cultural positions
that could be adopted in antiquity. Nor should we seek to re-
duce all of ancient criticism in art or literature to a classiciz-
ing salvage operation, or to a mindless reverence for the
past, let alone to a single formula. The paradigms of slavish
subservience to a past, or melancholic nostalgia, secondari-
ness, and inferiority are probably overstated and overly dra-
matic. A sounder approach is to credit the exponents of
classicism with consciously adopting poses and strategic
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identities, so as to manipulate and negotiate with, rather
than to serve, the past—always with an eye to solving a
problem in specific historical and cultural circumstances.
But one should also allow for the possibility that the expo-
nents of classicism could be as much manipulated by their
assumed positions as they could manipulate them.25 Habitus
implies habituation; and habit has a force of its own.

Now, in the realm of literary classicism, which happens to
be peculiarly telling (as the realm of articulated value) and
symptomatic (as the realm of inarticulacy, where reflective
judgment is brought to the very edge of language), the ques-
tion of what one feels is bound up with the question of how
one experiences a classical text; and that is bound up in the
first instance with the question of what one hears or thinks
one hears. If this is right, then the habitus of classicism in lit-
erature draws much of its force from this experience—be it
had, imagined, or merely touted—of the past. Shifting our
focus from texts to their experience, and from values to their
index in feelings, is one way of reorganizing our study of the
classical past. I believe this can be done in a critical way,
without falling victim to a naïve belief in the recuperability
of private experience. 

5. “feeling classical” is bound up with “sound-
ing” classical

The desire to relive the authentic past through letters was
widespread, literally as far-reaching as the Greek language
itself. Classical texts, as receptacles of voice, were a mne-
monic of the classical past (cf. [Longinus], On the Sublime
7.3, 8.4, 33.3; Cicero, On the Making of an Orator 3.45).
Recovering their sound was a way of living, literally of ex-
periencing, the past the way it once was. Only, the experi-
ence of the past here is of the way it once sounded—an
experience (or illusion) that, apparently, is still to be had:
“Yet one can still hear the authentic classical clarity and eu-
phony in words like parakalẁ, with its rippling and su-
perbly articulated flow,” etc. (so W. B. Stanford).26
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Perhaps the first sign of a deliberate preservation of the au-
ral past is to be found in Lycurgus’ legislation from the 330s
requiring a state clerk to read out to actors, and thus con-
trol, the texts of the three tragedians that were put in a pub-
lic trust. Postclassical Greek writers could take this thought
to an unheard-of limit. Atticism or “hyperatticism,” the de-
liberate reproduction of an assumed, albeit contested and
varying, core of pure fifth- and fourth-century Athenian lan-
guage, was an attempt to reproduce the authentic sound of a
perished Greek and to police linguistic habits. Establishing
correct authentic usage like this was a step in the direction of
appropriating it as one’s own. (Recall Fronto’s boast to be
able to speak perfect Attic Greek.) Lucian and others mock
these practices, which at most produced a vaguely Attic-
sounding speech or writing, or else the spectacle of the desire
to do so.27 But the surest way to revive the voice of a classi-
cal author was to impersonate it directly. 

Such was the case of Herodes Atticus, one of the premier
Second Sophistic rhetors, who called himself “the tongue of
the Athenians (hJ glẁtta tẁn jAqhnaivwn)”28 He could boast the
title not because he was from Athens and a spokesman for
that city, but because his voice was from classical Athens.
Philostratus tells us that Herodes’ imitation of Critias,
Plato’s uncle and a sophist renowned for his varied literary
output, was complete, down to the qualities of breathing:

The constituency of his style was sufficiently restrained, and it had
a power which crept up on you rather than launching an assault. It
combined impact with plainness, with a sonorousness that recalled
Critias (kritiavzousa hjcwv); . . . his diction was pleasing and . . . his
breath (pneùma) was not vehement but smooth and steady. In gen-
eral, his type of eloquence was like gold dust shining beneath a sil-
very eddying river. . . . From Critias he was actually inseparable (tw/`
Kritiva/ prosetethvkei).29

It takes a finely tuned ear, or else a trained imagination, to
detect breath in an author. But here the feat is doubled:
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Philostratus confirms, by repeating, Herodes’ leap into an
aural reality some five centuries old. How certain can Philo-
stratus be about the quality of Herodes’ voice, which he has
never heard but has only, as it were, read, or of Critias’ for
that matter? Similarly, for Philostratus the style of Dio of
Prusa “has the ring (hjcwv) of Demosthenes and Plato,”
though with overtones all his own (proshcei` to; eJautou`
i[dion; Lives 487). Hearing has become the art of overhear-
ing—of hearing the past in the present and a living voice in
an inanimate text. Such were the complicities of the classical
sensibility in its most daring of manifestations.30

The connection between the sound of a text and classicism
is of a very special sort in antiquity, which is why it gives us
an as it were privileged access to what it’s like to feel classi-
cal. Here, reading and hearing have to be viewed within the
context of a society that was heavily conditioned by oral
practices even in times of flourishing literacy, when writing
never replaced orality but both were rather mutually rein-
forcing, and not exclusive, categories.31 One also has to fac-
tor in the situation of ancient literary inquiry, living on as it
did in the shadow of the Alexandrian canons and of texts
that were increasingly remote and inaccessible. How, after
all, does a written text sound? 

Whenever I read a speech of Isocrates . . . I become serious and feel
a great tranquility of mind, like those listening to libation-music
played on reed-pipes or to Dorian or enharmonic melodies. But
when I pick up one of Demosthenes’ speeches, I am transported
(ejnqousiẁ): I am led hither and thither, feeling one emotion after
another—disbelief, anguish, terror, contempt, hatred, pity, good-
will, anger, envy—every emotion in turn that can sway the human
mind. I feel exactly the same (diafevrein oujde;n ejmautw/` dokẁ) as
those who take part in the Corybantic dances and the rites of Cy-
bele the Mother-Goddess . . . , whether it is because these cele-
brants are inspired by the scents, <sights>, or sounds (h[coi~) or by
the influence of the deities themselves that they experience many
and various sensations (fantasiva~). And I have often wondered
what on earth those men who actually heard him make these
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speeches could have felt (pavscein). (Dionysius of Halicarnassus,
On Demosthenes 22)

Whenever it is obsessed with the question of how written
texts sound (as it often is), ancient literary criticism offers us,
among other things, a theory of reading, a way of reading
the voice buried in the voiceless script of Greek texts from
the distant past. But to pursue that would be to go off into
another paper, and I want to make some concluding and
more general points about classicism’s symptomatology, of
which criticism is fairly representative.

6. classicism = classical pleasure = an instrument
of ideology

Here I will have to resort to telegraphics. As any quick
glance at the ancient literary critics will show, there were no
unified views about questions of classical value in antiquity.
But one has to know just what was in question at any given
moment. Much of the time, the disagreements concerning
the past were not over whether this or that work was sub-
limely unsurpassed (in our terms, classical), but over what
did or did not give a viewer or hearer unrivalled pleasure.
Classicism is, above all, fun to do (and fun to argue about).

Now, the reason for this variety and lack of consensus
within a broadly consensual domain of literary criticism has
to do less with the subjective nature of the aesthetics of read-
ing than with the public nature of the issues that are at stake.
As I mentioned, criticism was contending over structures of
feeling, not private revelations.32 The classical pleasures af-
forded by great literature from the past and analyzed and
fought over in the present were thus decidedly public pleas-
ures, pleasures that came freighted with a history and a con-
text, having been already sited and (re-)cited for generations.
The pleasures, we can safely say, were ideological ones.
Pressed to the limit, one would want to consider to what de-
gree they reflected or simply were the pleasure of classical
ideology itself—as this reflected itself differently at different
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historical moments, from the proud yet vulnerable Periclean
age to the hybridized Roman imperial period. The aesthetics
of hellenismos, or purism in Greek, plays into this directly.
Consider Thucydides 7.63.3, the general Nicias addressing
the allies in 413 bce: “Think of the pleasure (hJdonhvn) and
how much worth preserving it is (wJ~ ajxiva diaswvsasqai) that
all this time, through knowledge of our language (fwnh̀~)
and imitation (mimhvsei) of our way of life, though not really
Athenians, you have been considered as Athenians and been
admired for it throughout Hellas” (trans. Warner, adapted).
Or Demosthenes 15.35 in the next century: “take joy in
hearing (caivret jajkouvonte~) someone praise your ancestors.”
Or a certain Pausimachus, presumably a Hellenistic critic
antedating Crates of Mallos and preserved for us in Philode-
mus: “So too, then, in the case of people speaking Greek the
sound produces what is particular (to; i[dion) with regard to
our pleasure—wouldn’t it be dreadful for [the sound] to be
deprived [of this particularity of pleasure] because of speak-
ing Greek (dia; to;n eJllhnismovn)!—but [the mind] is perhaps
distracted by some other (factors),” viz., by, or towards, the
sense of the words, as opposed to their phonic qualities (Philo-
demus, On Poems 1, col. 100 Janko). 

Given the public and external nature of the debate, at is-
sue was not whether one should or should not take pleasure
in literary excellence, but how one should appropriate ideo-
logical pleasures as one’s own.33 After all, it is not obvious
why or even that a given text is pleasurable: pleasure is a
delicate social event before it becomes an individual feeling,
and the move from outside to within is fraught with entan-
glements and, inevitably, uncertainties and anxieties. Defin-
ing and redefining the nature and meaning of pleasure, an
activity that no doubt entailed pleasures of its own, was the
heart and soul of the critical enterprise (even if it was often
pursued with a deadly earnest). But so was teaching stu-
dents and readers how to respond to objects and to inter-
nalize critical standards: the aim of criticism was (and
probably still is) to discipline one’s pleasures. At bottom, I
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believe, these activities were a matter of cultivating a pleas-
urable form of attachment to history and its values rather
than to art or literature per se. Such was the ideological
function of Greek literary criticism in its later and devel-
oped phases.

At the end of the tradition that it also culminates, the
Longinian sublime finally names classical literary excellence
in its purest and most concentrated form. Indeed, the sub-
lime names the ways in which the classical canon (which
Longinus staunchly defends) comes to be, and in fact always
was, pleasurably enforced. The pleasure of sublimity, with
its ultimate and untrumpable appeal to self-evidence (“Cae-
cilius tries at immense length to explain to us what sort of
thing ‘the sublime’ is, as though we did not know. . . . Your
education dispenses me from any long preliminary defini-
tion,” etc. [1.2, 1.3]), is a classical pleasure in its most in-
tense expression. And so we can say that the Longinian
sublime captures the intensity, not so much of literary excel-
lence, as of the experience of classicism itself.

7. classicism involves identifying with the past
in the future perfect

Temporalities of different orders are at work in classicism
(the voice of the past, which is heard in the present, and so
on). The competing logics of classical time, which intersect
at a common point of illogic, need to be unfolded. Two re-
lated pressures are operative in classicism: works from the
past are never fully allowed into the present (they can only
enter the present as classical objects); and they are never
fully allowed to exist as anything but ancient, even in their
past present (they are classical—and so too, antique—from
birth). Plutarch illustrates how prevalent this game of per-
spectives was in later antiquity, and how the writers we have
been sampling are merely part of its expression. Here is an
excerpt from Plutarch’s account of the construction of the
Parthenon and other public monuments overseen by Phidias
and funded by Pericles in the fifth century, when Athens was
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at its hegemonic peak, politically and culturally. The pas-
sage, justly famous, deserves to be quoted at some length:

So then the works arose, no less towering in their grandeur
(meg°evqei) than inimitable in the grace of their outlines (morfh/`),
since the workmen eagerly strove to surpass themselves (uJperbavl-
lesqai) in the beauty of their handicraft. . . . Each one of them,
men thought, would require many successive generations to com-
plete it, but all of them were fully completed in the heyday of a sin-
gle administration. . . . And it is true that deftness and speed in
working do not impart to the work an abiding weight of influence
(bavro~ movnimon) nor an exactness (ajkrivbeian) of beauty; whereas
the time which is put out to loan in laboriously creating (eij~ th;n gev-
nesin) pays a large and generous interest in the preservation of the
creation (th/ ̀swthriva/ toù genomevnou). For this reason are the works
of Pericles all the more to be wondered at; they were created in a
short time for much time (pro;~ polu;n crovnon). Each one of them, in
its beauty (kavllei mevn), was from the very first already then an-
tique (eujqu;~ h\n tovt j ajrcaìon); but in the freshness of its vigor (ajkmh/`
dev) it is, even to the present day, recent and newly wrought
(provsfatovn ejsti kai; neourgovn). Such is, as it were, the bloom of
perpetual newness (ou{tw~ ejpanqei` kainovth~ ajeiv ti~) upon these
works of his, which makes them ever to look untouched by time
(a[qikton uJpo; toù crovnou), as though the unfaltering breath of an
ageless vitality (wJsper ajeiqale;~ pneu`ma kai; yuch;n ajghvrw) had been
infused into them. (Life of Pericles 13.1–4 [ = 13.1–5 Ziegler];
trans. Perrin, adapted)

The compression of the work that went into the construc-
tion of the monuments of the Periclean building program
(“completed in the heyday of a single administration”) is in
fact greater than the generations such a program would ordi-
narily have cost, for the time that is compressed is not one of
generations but of over half a millennium (Plutarch is writing
at the close of the second century ce, the monuments date to
the mid-fifth century bce). The result is the millennial per-
spective that is occupied by Plutarch’s gaze, in the light of
which the monuments could already in the fifth-century pres-
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ent appear antique and classical.34 That is, the appearance of
classicality was available to Pericles’ contemporaries from the
very first, at that time (eujquv~, tovte): Plutarch and the fifth-cen-
tury Athenians share the same view. It is as if time never passed
but was simply frozen, less in a perpetual present than in a per-
petual conflation of past and present, which is the timeless
frame of classicism.35

Plutarch cannot help but look upon the ancient monu-
ments of Periclean Athens as classical whenever they appear
to him, and his language betrays this. His is a classicizing
gaze. But that is not all there is to his stance. For in occu-
pying the vantage point he does, Plutarch is not imposing
an anachronism upon the past. He is not retrojecting his
distant perspective willfully. Rather, he is merely occupying
a point of view that (Plutarch can justly claim) was antici-
pated by the creators of the Athenian monuments and that
they themselves projected into the future (into that of their
own posterity) and then gazed back upon from that antici-
pated distance. Designed in the first instance to be lasting
monuments to themselves and to their own making (th/`
swthriva/ tou` genomevnou), the Periclean buildings were
plainly erected to “preserve the past” (the phrase can mean
this as well) that they were also designed to honor.36 And so
the Athenians evidently not only had a view of their own
monuments as classical; they also had a view of them as “al-
ready at that time antique,” a view that can only be said to
have been retroactively available to them in the fifth cen-
tury. 

That such a perspective was available to them already in
the fifth century is well illustrated by a much-cited thought-
experiment from Thucydides. The ruins of Mycenae in our
own age (nu`n), he writes, are diminutive, but to leap to the
conclusion that they represent what was once (tovte) an in-
significant power would be a mistake. Imagine now Sparta
and Athens as ruined and deserted sites, as mere temples
and floor-plans, and as looked upon by future beholders af-
ter much time had lapsed (proelqovnto~ pollou` crovnou): one
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would doubtless believe Sparta to have been an insignificant
collection of villages, and Athens to have been twice as
powerful as it in fact is (1.10.1–3). The capacity to project
the present into the future as a past is obviously not beyond
the reach of fifth-century Athens, any more than is a pre-
scient critique of this kind of illusion (which Thucydides’
counter-projection manifestly is).37 That Athens under Peri-
cles consciously projected an image of itself for future con-
sumption and admiration, and that the building program
was an integral element of this design, is likewise beyond
doubt (cf. Thucydides 2.41.4–5, to be quoted below). Here
we would need to say that the classical past is not an inven-
tion of the postclassical past, as the fashionable logic of “in-
ventions” today would have it. Rather, the reverse is true. In
producing a point of view from which to be beheld, Peri-
clean antiquity “invented” Plutarch, or rather it invented
Plutarch’s gaze. And that gaze is unqualifiedly universal, as
is often claimed by upholders of the classical aesthetic in an-
tiquity: anybody can occupy its point of view, and anyone
with eyes for seeing—anyone with sufficient culture—does
just that.

The Periclean buildings are proleptically classical, a ktêma
es aiei, “a possession for all time,” or at the very least (in
Plutarch’s more modest paraphrase), “for much time (pro;~
polu;n crovnon).”38 Longinus offers the same recommenda-
tion to aspiring writers. Anyone bent on becoming a classic
must take up the Plutarchan point of view and ask him or
herself, “How will posterity (oJ met j ejme; pà~ aijwvn) take what
I am writing?” (14.3). Needless to say, for “take” the Greek
has “hear” (ajkouvseien). The question is as much addressed
to the nature of feeling as it is to reading. It is important to
recognize that the logic of classicism is not only retrospec-
tive, as it is most commonly thought to be (a thing that never
is but only always was), but can also be proleptic (something
that forever will have been—and so, it follows, never actu-
ally was). The gesture behind this logic is a regressive one,
and it reaches in some form back to Homer. 
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I have just mentioned the locus classicus of this proleptic
logic, Thucydides’ boast that his own historical writing
should be “a possession for all time, rather than a declama-
tion composed for the moment of hearing” (1.22.4; cf.
[Longinus] 7.3). The point is that when Thucydides declares
his History to be “a possession for all time,” he is proudly
projecting himself into a distant, if vaguely conceived, after-
life that (in his mind) was in turn already gazing back upon
him. His boast may or may not be modeled on Pericles’ sim-
ilar-sounding claim from the Funeral Oration: “Mighty [and
“imperishable” (ajivdia)] indeed are the marks and monu-
ments of our empire which we have left. Future ages will
wonder at us, as the present age wonders at us now (toì~ te
nùn kai; toi~̀ e[peita qaumasqhsovmeqa). We do not need the
praises of a Homer, or of anyone else whose words may de-
light us for the moment (to; aujtivka tevryei), but whose esti-
mation of facts will fall short of what is really true”
(2.41.4–5; trans Warner; cf. Hyperides, Funeral Oration 18;
Plato, Menexenus 241c8–9). The disparagement of Homer
inevitably involves a glance back at the Delian Hymn to
Apollo and “the blind man of Chios,” whom Thucydides
took for the Poet (3.104.5), and who claims for himself that
“all of his songs are the very best among posterity (tou`
pàsai metovpisqen ajristeuvousin ajoidaiv)” (v. 173).39 And the
Homeric boast inevitably recalls the general posture of the
epics, which are aimed at some future audience, whether this
is to be felt in the bard’s own implicit sense of his place in
the ever-flowing streams of memory or in the heroic ethos of
kleos aphthiton (immortal fame). This last expectation is
particularly well exemplified in the Homeric ti~-formulas,
which encapsulate an imagined futurity (often, imagined fu-
ture kleos) projected from the present, rendering the present
a retrojected past, as at Iliad 7.87–91: “And some day one
of the men to come will say (potev ti~ ei[ph/si kai; ojyigovnwn
ajnqrwvpwn), as he sees it, / one who in his benched ship sails
on the wine-blue water: / ‘This is the mound of a man who
died long ago in battle, / who was one of the bravest, and
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glorious Hektor killed him.’ / So will he speak some day, and
my glory will not be forgotten” (trans. Lattimore).40 Epic
heroes are playing to a future unseen audience. They are, in
a sense, already dead.

So much for precedents. Now, Plutarch’s conflation of
temporalities (“already at that time unique”) is an index of
what he feels, not what he knows.41 In fact, he knows better,
but denies himself this knowledge. Such is the je sais bien,
mais quand-même logic of classicizing discourse, its found-
ing gesture of disavowal, which in the present case runs, “I
know very well that the Periclean monuments cannot have
been old and new at one and the same time, but I will act as
if they were just the same . . .” 

Plutarch nicely illustrates how from a classicizing per-
spective antiquity cannot be conceived except as in itself al-
ways already classical, simultaneously old and new. He
achieves this contradictory stance (without any hint of con-
tradiction) simply by occupying two imaginary points of
identification in his mind, that of himself in the present and
that of himself transported into the past with all of his rev-
erence for classical Athens intact. That Plutarch’s conceit
rhymes with the view of literary critics and other represen-
tatives of classicism in literature, at least of the imperial pe-
riod, is evident from the vocabulary they share. Conflations
of past and present are the extreme case of identification.
Even Herodes Atticus could be imagined as “one of the
Ten,” that is, one of the ten canonical Attic orators—a sum
that manifestly fails to add up.

Consider Plutarch’s aesthetic vocabulary. The Periclean
monuments, in Plutarch’s eyes, are done up in the severe
style: they are “overwhelming in their grandeur” (uJper-
hfavnwn me;n megevqei), yet manage nonetheless to be grace-
fully beautiful (morfh/` de; ajmimhvtwn kai; cavriti). The “abiding
weight of influence” (bavro~ movnimon) they project is a qual-
ity of gravitas and intensity which endures over time. The
monuments are “archaic” (ajrcai`a), which is to say already
archaizing. They display that “patina of antiquity” which
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“blooms” (ejpanqei`) on their surfaces like fresh down (or
dust). Full of grandeur and shapeliness, and wearing all the
signs of the culture of contest that produced them (traits of
rivalry and ambition and extraordinary effort [to uJperbavl-
lesqai], if need be at the expense of a certain exactitude
[ajkribei`a]—all features that will reappear in the Longinian
sublime), they are as though alive, animated by their own
canonical qualities: finally, they “breathe” (w{sper ajeiqale;~
pneu`ma kai; yuchvn . . . ejcovntwn). Thus do the monuments of
ancient Athens speak to Plutarch at the end of the first cen-
tury ce, much as the verbal remains of classical writers
could be regarded as monumental architecture or statuary
by literary critics from Dionysius of Halicarnassus (if not
earlier) to Longinus, archaic and blooming in the very same
breath.42 It is not that the critics were merely fond of
searching for pictorial analogies to verbal art. The analogies
they found had a specifically classicizing, which is to say
ideological, function, as Pausanias and other ancient wit-
nesses to the material culture of the (variously imagined)
classical past attest.43

8. classicism and the classical are mediated—
namely, PRODUCED—by identificatory experiences

Plutarch’s posture helps bring to the fore a final point about
classicism, which can only be adumbrated here. Classicism
is no one thing, as we’ve seen. Across its various modes,
however, one trait remains stubbornly the same. In what-
ever form it obtains, classicism is a transferential experi-
ence, and it is forever mediated by a middle term. The
classical is never directly apprehended: it always comes in-
directly and secondhand, which is to say that it is the trans-
ference not merely of a perception, but of an illusion, or
fantasy, about the past. Only, the fantasy had is always
courtesy of another’s fantasy, triangulated around some
imaginary object:
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B1 = Beholder1; B2 = Beholder2; C = Classical Object

A classical subject (B1) takes in a classical object (C) by way of
another’s (B2’s) perception of that object. 

In retracing the history of classicism, it is essential to re-
trace the history of these identifications, which are embed-
ded in the tradition. They are primarily what constitute
classicism, they teach us how to be classical, and not the ob-
jects of the respective appreciations that we have come to
know, and dispute, as “classical.”44
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